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Dear Reader,
Muscat’s 2012 status as the Arab Tourism Capital
has, invariably, turned the spotlight on its myriad
tourist attractions, presenting visitors and even
residents here with an all-new option to experience
its natural bounty. The hospitality industry and
various travel and tourism operators have joined in
to present Muscat in its pristine glory.
But there is more to tourism in Oman; while Muscat
plays host to holidaymakers who are content to
bask in the sunlight and enjoy its calm and pristine
locales, adventure seekers have so much more to
look out for, away from the capital. The stress is on
adventure tourism of the desert kind, as our Y-rated
follows the Empty Quarter route to highlight the
beauty of the desert as seen by our photographer
Jerzy Wierzbicki.
Our Check This Out throws the spotlight on a variety
of events, importantly the recently concluded
Red Bull BC One Oman Cypher and junior golfing
options. The Spotlight is on Master Penny’s Tai Chi
expertise; the Culture follows Jenny Eden’s Art Spa,
which she describes as a celebration of paint and
the drama of the brush strokes; and the Food Path
is dedicated to coffee lovers. Find out the colour
trends for the season in our Beauty Queen Secrets
and all that’s new in the world of gadgets in Stuff,
in addition to X-tra time.
Enjoy!
Y Team
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READER'S
LETTERS

PET ME!

Teens most affected by peer
pressure
Dear Y,
Most people have been influence by peer pressure one way or
another, but teenagers are the ones affected the most because
they are trying to find their identity. Many teens become absorbed
into different cliques and groups, spending less time with their
families.
A peer group could shape much of the personality of a teen. Peer
pressure affects everyone, everywhere, at any stage in his or her
life. It is not always a bad thing; it could lead people on the right
path also, but it always depends on the people.
Thanks to the 'Y' Team for such a nice cover story.
P. Aravind

We are beautiful little kittens, all looking for loving homes.
We are still too young to leave the clinic, but if you are interested in
adopting us please pass by Al Qurum Veterinary Clinic and see which
one of us you like the best. The Clinic will reserve us for you; until we
are big enough to be taken home. We will be vaccinated and neutered,
for free by the clinic when we get a little bigger.
Please call: 24562263 for more information
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GIVING BACK - BEYOND BORDERS
Dear Y,
The article on Fulfilling Dreams about Joh Weekley was both informative and also touchy. Her concept
of giving back to the community is a very good and appreciable initiative. The focus on charity work in
International Primary Curriculum is a welcome one and it will create more helping minds in future. People like
Joh Weekley, who put community and charity work above herself and with her wide knowledge of different
cultures should be lauded for her efforts.
‘Beyond the Orphanage’ orphanage in Ethiopia, which is very different from the rest where relatives/
guardians can also stay with children, shows that BTOO helps children on their emotional side too so that
they can stay focused on their goals. The initiative taken by Joh Weekley ‘For Ethiopia’ will be a sure success
and help her fulfil her goals to provide something to the community through BTOO. Hats off to Joh Weekley
and 'Y’ for letting us know about some good hearts.
K.R.Anand

WINNING LETTER
‘Aggressive Driving’
Dear Y,
Traditionally, near flyovers, drivers who wish to go from below the flyover, normally, anticipate and obediently
merge into the right lane. Most cars queue up patiently to proceed to the roundabout below the flyover. An
increasing number of insensitive drivers, speed in from the road leading up to the flyover, brake dangerously
at the last moment just at the beginning of the flyover and aggressively cut into the ‘waiting line’ on the right
hand side. They use the ‘yellow & white’ marked area as a launching pad for their entry; cutting-off other
queued-up, law-abiding drivers. Such antics also slows down the main traffic on its way up the flyover,
since these drivers require some time to elbow their way into the slow moving traffic, headed towards the
roundabout. Such activities are observed prominently on the road from Wadi Adai to Hamriya flyover, and
then at Ruwi, from Wattayah near Qurum roundabout and also on the flyover from Wattayah at the split near
Lulu, Darsait.
Similarly, inclined individuals can be also seen accelerating on the right side shoulder that is beyond the
yellow line and used for emergency stopping only. After traversing a large distance thus, they elbow in once
more into the mainstream traffic lane. Such unsafe moves only endanger vehicles and lives of pedestrians
and need to be discouraged by the authorities. Due to such unsafe maneuvers, many discouraged motorists
now tend to avoid keeping the mandatory safe distance buffer between two moving vehicles.
It was observed that in most such cases that these wrong-doers were driving larger, four-wheel drive jeeps,
taxis, and taxi mini-buses and even light commercial vehicles hence they feel invincible. Most such vehicles
are driven by people who are aware that if they aggressively ram through a gap in the waiting queue of
cars, they could count upon the safety instincts of other careful drivers to give them way, in order to avoid
any mishap/accident. Little wonder, most people especially in the youth bracket, are opting for the larger
4WD type vehicles, so as to cow down people with their aggressive moves. Otherwise, there is no incentive
for them to opt for such gas-guzzlers to commute in city traffic. Authorities need to monitor such traffic
violations near flyovers and should seriously consider slapping higher vehicle registration costs on 4WD’s so
that frivolous 4WD ownership is discouraged, while simultaneously addressing environment concerns.
Shyam K.

be a winner!
Each week we are selecting our best
reader’s letter or image, and giving away free
vouchers, courtesy Shang Thai. Simply email
us at info@y-oman.com
Value of prizes may vary each week. This prize is not
redeemable for cash or alternatives.
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Only one winner is selected at the discretion of Y
magazine. Proof of Identity is required to claim your prize.
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A BETTER ENVIRONMENT FOR A BETTER
FUTURE
Dear Y,
It is stated true that lost fishing nets in the sea cause great damage to the
marine life. It not only damages marine life but also causes great deal of
trouble for the environment on a global scale. So, we should take care of
what we do and understand how it will affect the environment and try to
conserve the natural beauty of our country in a more better way.
Nusair Bin Munawar

Nikhil CHINAPA
Dear Y,

Special Offer for Women

I have been a fan of Nikhil Chinapa since the days he regularly used to
VJ on MTV India so it was enjoyable to read his interview and learn more
about his multi faceted personality. I was even more interested to read
and learn more about his wife, DJ Pearl though –it was fascinating to
know about her journey of being one of the few popular woman DJs in
India. I missed their show this time round but I will definitely be booking
my tickets in advance when they next visit Oman and kick up a musical
storm!
Latha S
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MINI Treasure Hunt
MINI owners in Oman descended upon the
streets of Muscat to participate in the second
annual MINI treasure hunt hosted by MINI
Club Oman, last month. Starting at the Oman
Dive Centre, participants set-off in convoy to
test their mettle in a series of citywide MINIinspired challenges.
Supported by Al Jenaibi International
Automobiles, the exclusive MINI importer in
Oman, the MINI treasure hunt was organised by MINI Club Oman, an exclusive members club dedicated to
celebrating the integrative and dynamic MINI brand. Designed to bring MINI owners from across the Sultanate
together for a day of fun, the event was also a chance for MINI aficionados to see one of the latest members of
the MINI family – the MINI Coupe.
Speaking at the event, Pankaj Joshi, Marketing Manager of Al Jenaibi International Automobiles said, “This
event was designed to inspire passion and creativity and bring MINI owners and fans together for some unusual
fun. It was also an opportunity to meet up, share in the excitement of driving a MINI, and to enjoy an actionpacked day in Muscat.
The final stop on the Treasure Hunt was the Sifawy Boutique Hotel at Jebal Sifah, where participants enjoyed a
sumptuous barbeque and a chance to share stories from the day, before driving their MINI cars back to Muscat
via a scenic and moonlit trail.

Mazoon opens new Customer Service Center
Mazoon Printing, Publishing & Advertising has opened a new
Customer Service Center at Hamra House in the heart of Madinat
Sultan Qaboos. The new centre will provide customers easy
access to Mazoon’s printing, signage and publishing services;
customers will be able to meet with Mazoon staff and brief in
orders, receive quotations, have business meetings and discuss
their general requirements. The centre has plenty of free parking,
has good access from Sultan Qaboos Highway and the Muscat
Expessway.
Mazoon’s publishing business will be permanently based in the new centre and will be open from 8am to 6pm,
Saturday to Wednesday.

Muscat Hills Launches new Website
Muscat Hills Golf & Country Club Team has launched its brand new website, dedicated especially to the Golf
Club - www.muscathillsgolf.com. The new web page has a modern look; it is comprehensive, user-friendly,
informative and handy for all visitors and members of the club. The Muscat Hills’ new internet page delivers
important information about the Golf Club as an integrated facility, about the Golf Course, the Golf Academy, the
Course Maintenance, shares the latest news, rates, promotions, interesting facts from the club life, publishes
the events calendar, the results of the past tournaments and shares the pictures from them. It also features the
‘Members Central’ page, which has been built especially to make the members’ day-to-day golf practice easier;
to help them operate their membership from their computer or smart phone. They can book tee times, choose
their playing partners, view the list of players for the day, check their accounts and many more handy options.
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Race Around the World 2012

InterContinental Muscat joined other InterContinental Hotels
around the world for the ‘Race Around the World 2012’ in
celebration of their partnership with the London 2012 Olympic
and Paralympics games. The hotel colleagues took part in
various activities including running, walking, swimming, cycling,
etc. The Race Around the World’s aim was to reach 100,000
kilometres. One US dollar will be donated for every kilometre
achieved.
The InterContinental Hotels Group raised over US$ 100,000;
the money raised will be given to the Shelter in a Storm Fund.
It will go to help victims affected by earthquakes, storms and
torrential flooding.

PappaRoti Opens in Muscat
Grand Mall

Mazda awarded ‘Superbrands’ status in
Oman

Jadawil Muscat LLC has announced the opening of their new café,
PappaRoti, in Muscat Grand Mall. PappaRoti is an international
chain of coffee shops renowned for its signature buns.
The PappaRoti Café features a variety of coffee- and espressobased beverages. The hot beverage menu boasts an array of
splendid coffee brews and tea blends, including their top seller,
Pappa Milk Tea and Bun Combo. For those who fancy something
a little on the chilly side, a selection of cold beverages like
smoothies and iced teas will offer just the refreshing respite.
However, for those who fancy a delicious breakfast or quick
snack, the combo value menu includes a mixture of the signature
buns and beverages.
The PappaRoti Café is located in the newly opened Muscat
Grand Mall in Al Khuwair. It is easily accessible from Al Ghubra
roundabout, al Khuwair or the new express highway. The Café
also offers delivery service to the Tilal Complex staff and
residents. PappaRoti Café will be open weekdays from 8:30am
to 11pm and 8:30am to midnight on weekends.

Towell Auto Centre’s (TAC) Mazda brand has recently been awarded the highly coveted
‘Superbrands’ title. Having a marketing programme that breaks conventions, and lays emphasis
on the building of long term relationships with customers, Mazda joins the league of some of
the Sultanate’s top most brands, thereby highlighting its distinctive image and position in the
Omani automotive market.
Speaking about winning the coveted accolade, S. Kasthurirengan, CEO, TAC says, “We
restructured our marketing department about six years back and have been consistently
investing in marketing and branding initiatives for Mazda… Winning of the ‘Superbrands’ title
proves the ever increasing strength of the Mazda brand in Oman, which is also reflected in
our huge gain in market share figures across the
country.”
Annurag Chawla, Head of Marketing and
Communications, adds, “Known to be a celebration
of high profile brands, ‘Superbrands’ is a highly
aspirational accolade.
“Winning the ‘Superbrands’ title is very special for
us, as this is probably the first time that Mazda
has been awarded ‘Superbrand’ status in the GCC
and the region, and we are delighted that we’ve
achieved this coveted title amongst some extremely
stiff competition.”
11
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FOCUS ON COMEX 2012
Cloud Computing at its best
COMEX 2012, the IT, Telecom and Technology Show, which opened at the Oman
International Exhibition Centre yesterday, has on display a wide range of products
and services from more than 150 exhibitors who are focused on developing
collaboration and partnerships with government and businesses, top industry
players, researchers, entrepreneurs and potential investors, besides exploring
the latest innovations and developments in ICT, including Cloud Computing
services. Cloud computing is a method of using remote servers on the Internet
to perform data processing and storage. Most people use cloud computing all
day long without realising it.
Common uses of cloud computing include the use of social networking sites like
Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace and Twitter, web-based email like as Hotmail,
Yahoo, Gmail, document/spreadsheet/other hosting services like Google Docs,
Zoho Office, Onit, Flickr, Google Picasa, YouTube, Vimeo and Metacafe and
backup services like JungleDisk, Carbonite, Mozy, Synplicity and Dropbox.
Cloud Computing services are attractive by way of the benefits they provide,
namely accessibility anywhere, subject to internet connection; ability to function
on low power subject to running the interface of the application; reduced cost
(sometimes they’re free); increased storage and outsource administration.
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Knowledge Oman Holds ICT Talks
KnowledgeOman.com, the exclusive Knowledge Partner at COMEX 2012, is
supporting Oman’s largest ICT exhibition. It is further collaborating with the
Information Technology Authority (ITA) to deliver a series of ICT lectures at
the ITA stall in COMEX. Knowledge Oman professionals Ali Al Lawati, Jalal
Al-Hadrami, Christuda Dai and Tomy Bonifa will speak on various topics
including Risk Management in IT, Social Media, IT Developments in Oman and
smartphone technologies. A large number of visitors are expected to join, learn
and network.
Held under the patronage of e.oman and organised by OITE Trade Fairs, COMEX
2012 will run until 4th May 2012. For more information, please visit www.
comexoman.com.
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Super Specialist Urology
Clinic at Apollo
As part of its ongoing efforts to create awareness in the
market regarding different medical problems, Apollo Medical
Centre - Muscat, which is associated to Apollo Hospitals
Group – India, offered Super Specialty Consultancy Services,
early this week, with Dr. V. Rajagopal, Sr. Consultant Urologist
from Apollo Health City, Hyderabad.

Events
Do you have an upcoming event? Drop us a mail at info@y-oman.com and your event
could be featured in the next issue of Y!

COMEX 2012

April 30th to May 4th

COMEX 2012, the IT, Telecom and Technology Show, at the Oman International Exhibition
Centre will be on until 4th May.

‘CREATIVE SPACES’
May 1st-24th

Patients with stone disease (all types of kidney stones),
prostate problems (elderly), urinary obstruction or blood
in the urine, infertility/ impotence, renal failure or needing
transplantation, children with urinary tract disorders or
birth defects, females with urinary infections or urinary
incontinence, all types of tumours (cancers) of kidney and
urinary tract, consulted the doctor.

Featuring three Omani artists, ‘Creatives Spaces’ showcases the different facets of Omani
art at Bait Muzna art gallery

Patients requiring follow-up or further consultation can
access the same consultant in Apollo Health City –
Hyderabad, through their unique Telemedicine Network in
Muscat, which is linked to over 100 destinations in India and
abroad, demonstrating the benefits of using technology for
the service of humanity.

May 3rd

THE ARRIVAL OF WHITE ASPARAGUS
May 2nd, 2012

Celebrate the arrival of white asparagus at The Chedi, Muscat with a 4-course asparagus
dinner and matching beverages.

MOVIES IN THE PARK
‘Movies in the Park’ will be showing ‘Soundmix’ from USA this Thursday

FUND RAISING DINNER
May 15th

'Music from Around the World', organised by Al Roya and Let's Read to raise funds to set up
and run a mobile library. To reserve a table, please email Anne Bouji at anne@alroya.net
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I

t’s been some time now that I’ve been an admirer of local BBoy
dancers here in Oman. Over the recent years I’ve watched them
grow from youthful teenagers into strong athletic young men,
performing extraordinary stunts with their bodies that most could
not even imagine possible. I’ve watched them religiously practice
head spins, air flares and windmills, in dimly lit alleys and on
sidewalks and, as the sun sets in the Omani night sky, dreaming of
one day competing on an international stage, where they too can
get a chance to glimmer in the spotlight.
One of the many tremendously talented dancers is Mazin Sulaiman
Al Rashdi, popularly known as B-Boy Dark, a regular face at
practically every B-Boying competition held in the country. He has
participated for years in local competitions, many a time reaching
the final rounds of competition but unable to take the top spot on
the podium. However, with the will and determination to succeed,
and taking disappointment in his stride, Mazin always made it back
to the dance floor hungry to learn more and to one day grab his
share of glory. On Friday, April 27th 2012, at the Red Bull BC One
Oman Cypher, his years of persistence and dedication paid-off.
In the presence of enthralled spectators gathered around a specially
designed dance floor set up at the Grand Mall Muscat, Mazin battled
against 15 of Oman’s best B-Boys for a chance to finally represent his
country in the regional qualifier to be held in Egypt this September.
Throwing down some of the most complicated dance manoeuvres
and B-Boy tricks, he danced his heart out in an attempt to impress
international break dancing sensations, and judges for the evening:
B-Boy Lamine, B-Boy Neguin and B-Boy Ronnie. Dancers were
judged based on three pivotal skills - technique, innovation and
dance flow.
Excited about his victory, Mazin said, “I danced for my life! My
dreams are finally coming true and I am truly honoured to have
won the first stage of the world’s biggest breaking competition. I
am, of course, proud to be representing my country in the regional
qualifiers in Egypt. I still have a long way to go and am going to
continue to enhance my performances with intense training and
preparation in the lead-up to the next stage. I am aiming for nothing
less than the title of world champion!”
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Also performing at the event was talented Omani rapper SJ along
with a new face on the block going by the stage name of ‘Wild Boy’.
Now, I kid you not, but this guy truly lives up to his name – he is wild
and bursting with talent. His rap consists of quick rhythmic bursts
of lyrics that up-tempo and down-tempo in sync with the beats of
the DJ. It’s nothing like what we usually see in the country and it is
sure to add some fresh flavour to the rap scene in Oman. I for one
am looking forward to seeing where this talent takes him.
Red Bull has constantly and determinedly supported and provided
opportunities to young talent in the country; once again, they have
given young B-Boys in Oman the chance to shine on an international
dance circuit, where they will be exposed to cutting-edge styles
of dancing, stiff competition and world-class standards. This will
further encourage them to learn and believe in their talents, not to
mention persuade more youth to follow their dreams.

With over 60 local cyphers taking place across the globe, and six
continental qualifier battles, the competition only looks to get
tougher. But, in the process, the world is sure to see the very best
in today’s global breaking circuit. While the winners of each six
qualifiers, hosted in Mexico, the USA, the Netherlands, Russia, Egypt
and New Zealand, are guaranteed a spot in the finals, an additional
10 contestants will also be selected by a team of experts, for a total
of 16 worldwide finalists taking part in Brazil. Other local cyphers in
the region include Jordan, Kuwait, Qatar, Jeddah, Bahrain, Beirut,
Egypt, UAE, Morocco, Senegal, Ghana and Ivory Coast.
If B-Boy Dark makes it to the finals in Brazil, he will be not only be
representing Oman on an international scale, but also the B-Boys he
has practiced and competed with on the streets of Oman, where pure
talent is born and honed. We look forward to seeing him in action
soon, and wish him all the best for the upcoming competition.
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TEE TIME FOR
Words | Suzy Fontes

What’s a golf club in a six-year-old boy/girl’s hand?
A toy?
A projectile?
Well, if your answer was on the lines of the two posers above, don’t
fret; you, perhaps, belong to the large non-golfing tribe that hasn’t
heard of junior golf. For, despite the changes that the golfing fraternity
has been closely observing over the years, more so after legendary
golfer Tiger Woods’ contribution to turn it into a ‘cool’ sport, it hasn’t
completely broken free from the shackles of such misconceptions more significantly, that it is an old man’s game for the uber rich!
But things are set to change, at least in Muscat. With The Academy at
Almouj Golf taking on the onus of developing the sport and helping it
spread across the country and the region, those misconceptions are
fading fast, at least in this part of the country. The induction of juniors
into the training programme has, especially, infused a fresh new feel to
the game. The rich green vistas have helped capture the imagination of
even those who are otherwise impassive to scenic landscapes.
The Almouj Golf course, designed by the legendary Greg Norman
and inspired by Oman itself, overlooks the sea of Oman and Al Hajar
Mountains; it is 7,342 yards in length.
Things have changed a lot, says James Wood, Head Professional, Almouj
Golf. “Children are far more aware of the sport, as it is on television
and even on their computer games. I think it is all about making it
accessible... and not just for children,” he notes.
What has added to this accessibility and ease factors are the positive
changes incorporated into the training, thanks to Oman Golf Committee
(OGC), which has, through its sponsors, subsidised the training
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programme so that the parents need to pay only 20 rials for an
eight-week course. The rest is paid by OGC, which is a part of the
Ministry of Sports Affairs. The training equipment is provided by
Almouj, which means the candidates only need to ensure that they
are suitably dressed to play – trainers, pair of cotton shorts/pants
and a collared tee. What’s more, they don’t need to be a member of
the club either – it is open for everyone!
Explaining further about the junior programme, James said, “The
OGC’s mandate is to grow the game of golf within Oman and we
work very closely with them. They have lent a fair bit of support to
the programme; we have 90 children at the moment participating
in the training programme.
“We also have a beginners level for children; a very first kind of
contact with golf. It is four weeks, instead of the regular eight, and
that is completely subsidised by the OGC - it is free! Parents can
bring along their children – aged between 6 and12, to get a feel of
the game.”
The focus on juniors is
seen as a constructive
way of developing
the game. However,
it also calls for a level
of determination and
discipline from the
children. “You have to be
quite disciplined - there
is a way of behaviour that
James Wood is expected when you
are at the golf course.
Parents gravitate to these elements, as it is not only about being good
in terms of sports but also in terms of behaviour,” states James.

we will resume again in September/October. We are also looking
at some summer activities, as many people do stay back in the
summer. Otherwise, it’s a long gap between the end of this term and
the start of the next.”
Almouj Golf has two golf courses – the main championship course
and a nine-hole par-three course. To play the championship course
would take in the region of four hours for an established golfer, but
the 9-hole 3-par course is shorter, he explains. “So, from a time
perspective or difficulty level, it fits far better with newcomers to the
game and also with juniors. This is where they can use what they
have learned; this is something we did in Dubai,” says James, who
along with Marcus, has a long association with Dubai Golf.
Almouj, which opened in December 2011 with 9 holes, currently
has up to 14 holes, which will increase to 18-holes by May.

The next step, he points out, is to get the children on the golf course.
“We are at a very early stage, where we have completed the first
eight-week term with the children and we are half way through
the second. Par-three course isn’t opened yet - it is due to open
very soon. But we are all in a position, were we could try and put
things in place so as to benefit golfers, especially the juniors. So,
the logical progression would be from lessons on to the par-three
course.”

Children between the ages of 6 and 17 attend weekly classes Almouj, which is operated by Dubai Golf, runs three eight-week
courses, throughout the year. “There are various levels – the primary
separator with the children is their ability. We also try and put them
in similar age groups. Group lessons are less intimidating... They
learn through watching others and that’s as important as anything
else. Yes, it has been very successful and very well received,” said
James.
Currently, the second of the three courses is on' this is the last
term of the season, explains Marcus Casey, PGA Professional. “Then
17
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According to Marcus, it is important to understand that golf is a sport and not
just a game. Dismissing the misconception that it isn’t an active sport, he says,
“The big thing we do now with the kids is make them active, make them run
around, make them have fun...
"They learn without even thinking about it; they pick up the skills that are
necessary for golf. When you are with kids, you have to teach them in a
completely different style from that of adults.”
While the beginners’ classes run for one-hour, the other classes are for 45
minutes. There are classes throughout the week and parents can select the one
that is suitable for them. And once the children reach a certain level of ability,
they move up into a new class - not necessarily after eight weeks. As Marcus
pointed out, some children may need two sets of eight-week courses.
Talking about the response to this
programme, he says, “We have had
unbelievable response… The dropout
rate for most programmes is anywhere
from 10 to 15 percent; but we haven’t
had a single dropout. We have had to
put up extra classes in some cases.
"In each batch we have a maximum
of eight students - we don’t want any
more than that, as student-teacher ratio
is important, especially, when you have
got 6-year olds and there are clubs
Marcus Casey
turning around. Also, as a sport, it is far
different than any other. We have core values that parents try to teach their
children - honesty, integrity, care for environment, respect for others, respect for
self, etc. These are core values that we teach children through the sport.”
At present, there are 90 children on the rolls, 26 percent of them Omanis. There
is a mix of students from different countries; 14 of them are girls.
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And for those interested to join, James explains: “You register your interest
through the OGC website www.ogchandicap.com. The OGC will then ask
parents if they have any preferred venue - the programme is offered at Almouj
Golf, Muscat Hills and Ghallah Wentworth. You can select the preferred venue
and the OGC will then forward the details to us. We contact the parents to get
the children assigned to their preferred time slot.”
The larger objective is to discover more talent and expose the game to more
people, not only in Muscat but also across the country and the region. This is
all the more important if Oman is to become a golfing destination.
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OF OMANI
LEGENDS
AND STORIES
A moving arts extravaganza, involving 42
Omani artists, went on display at the Omani
Society of Fine Arts in Al Sarooj, Muscat,
on Sunday, presenting art buffs with a
panoramic vista of Oman through their
drawings, sketches, paintings and flags.

Jebroo, with workshops taking place on
weekends. Working with an Omani artist
from Jebroo and with a local schoolteacher,
about 60 young children created art works
that tell their history and stories.
Following the same project as the artists,
Dillwyn introduced the theme and told
them to go home and ask their parents and
grandparents about the stories that have
been passed down in their families. And the
result is a series of flags with four children
working together on one flag and sharing
their stories in doing so. These flags will fly
in the Muttrah area where the children will
be able to see them from their houses.

Titled ‘Omani Legends and Stories’, the
visual arts exhibition, is presented by the
Omani Society of Fine Arts, British Council
and The Delfina Foundation in partnership
with Bait al Zubair Museum and Bait
Baranda. It is a culmination of nearly two
months of work that saw the Omani artists
collaborating with Dillwyn Smith, UK artist,
to explore Omani stories and legends with
the objective of communicating them
through their artistic expressions.
The artists were encouraged to develop a
personal narrative by looking back into their
family history and come up with answers
to the question - 'What are the stories and
legends that have been retold through
generations within their families?' And the
exhibition is a reflection of the creative
process of telling the legends. Each piece
of art is a personal story conceived and
developed through storytelling, imagination
and communication.

Further, to add a touch of excitement to the
proceedings, the flags are being displayed
on cultural buildings in Muscat – the Omani
Society for Fine Arts, the British Council, Bait
al Zubair Museum and Bait al Baranda.

Workshops held in the process led the
artists to produce a series of flags, which
are flown together at the exhibition, as a
testament to the fabric of Omani society and
the journeys and adventures undertaken
by their families. To ensure authenticity,
the artists visited sites where legends are
alleged to have begun; where wall drawings
date back 6,000 years. A storyteller was
invited to come along and help the creative
process by sharing stories with the group.

The exhibition also features Dillwyn Smith’s
personal work, created as a response to his
time spent in the country. His work takes
the colours of fabrics favoured by men for
their dishdasha, the same colour saturation
as that of light penetrating into and onto
matter.
He has also been inspired by the beauty of
the moon in Oman and has created a series
of images taken in Yitti – this work consists
of photographs taken on full moon nights,
juxtaposed with photographs taken at night
with no moonlight.

In the course of the preparation, Dillwyn
was responsible for starting an Art Club in
The exhibition will be on show for two weeks starting on
April 29th, 2012. For further information please contact
The British Council.
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MASTER OF CALMNESS
As Penny Fraser describes her initiation into Tai Chi Chuan, it strikes you that there could be no better
ambassadress for this Chinese martial art than her: she radiates a serenity and calmness strongly associated
with this combat-form. Referred to as Master Penny in recognition of her high levels of attainment of Tai Chi
knowledge, she recently travelled from South Africa to Oman to support her former student and now, Tai Chi
teacher herself, Leigh DeBruin, at Whispers of Serenity clinic, Azaiba.
Words | Priyanka Sacheti Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki
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Derived from Taoism, one of China’s oldest belief systems, Tai Chi
Chuan, or ‘Supreme Ultimate Boxing’ is a slow motion, moving
meditative exercise for relaxation, health, and self-defense. ‘Tai
Chi’ is in reference to yin-yang, which indicates complementary
forces running in opposition to one another; ‘Chuan’ talks
about a school of boxing combat. Tai Chi Chuan is, therefore,
basically a sophisticated method of combat, revolving around
the reconciliation of dynamically interacting forces; the Tai Chi
practitioner seeks to neutralise his opponent’s use of force before
applying a countering force of his own.
Master Penny also recounts an anecdote in which an ancient
Chinese monk witnessed a snake and crane fighting; even though
the crane was very strong, the snake was soft and supple and able
to wriggle out of the cane’s grip. “Many of the Tai Chi movements
are also based upon observing the natural world, which includes
animals’ movements,” she says. In fact, she recommends that
everyone watch the film, ‘Kung Fu Panda’; even though it is a
children’s film, it accurately depicts the principles and philosophies
underlying Chinese martial arts, whether its Kung Fu or Tai Chi.
“What I love about Tai Chi is that it is stillness in motion, almost
akin to poetry,” Master Penny says. “It really does work and is very
powerful.” She counsels practicing the form everyday: the warmup movements and the poses.

specifically, the Lohan Tai Chi variant. She became both so
absorbed and accomplished to the point that she herself began
teaching it. “I was subsequently selected for the South African
National Martial Arts team in 1991and went on to win the overall
women’s title in the Martial Arts championship held in United
States,” she says; she was once again selected for the country’s
National Martial Arts’ team, which travelled to China in 1993,
where she was the sole woman team-member. “It was an amazing
experience: I won a gold medal then.”
Afterwards, she opened her own school, which taught Shaolin
Kung Fu and Tai Chi, and which too garnered accolades. However,
Master Penny was continuing to learn while she was teaching.
There is a constant transmission and absorption of knowledge
in Tai-Chi; one can only acquire the title of Master after having
achieved a requisite number of years attaining knowledge at
physical, mental, and emotional levels. “Every master has a
master, though,” points out Master Penny. “I was learning Yang
Tai Chi specifically for health and awareness and I happened to
find a teacher, Rao Rao Zhou, who was trained in Beijing and was
the supreme ultimate world champion,” Master Penny says of
the teacher, who carried on her training in that Tai Chi style and
developed it to an advanced level.

By then, she had advanced enough so much so that
she did not require a teacher anymore; however,
She outlines the many beneficial physical, mental,
“When your
she happened to encounter a Shaolin monk, who
and emotional effects of Tai Chi upon the body.
has been her Master for the last five years. “He had
“For example, in terms of physical, it aids in muscle
mind is healthier,
visited South Africa to participate in a show, ‘Wheel of
toning, weight loss, strength, strong immune
you experience
Fire’ as part of a world-wide tour… he fell in love with
system, strong internal system, and even wards off
South Africa and decided to move here,” she says,
illnesses,” she says, adding that research has also
an overall sense
adding that she heard about him and decided it would
indicated that Tai Chi helps develop strong bone
be nice to become a student again. Affiliated to the
health, balance, and greater flexibility.
of well being,”
martial arts teachings of Shaolin monastery, he is an
exponent of the Chen Tai-Chi variant, which is more
Tai Chi also affects the mental strength by increasing
powerful and harder and therefore, less peaceful and
focus and attention, and promoting clearer thinking.
“When you are performing the movement, you are very focused calm. “He gave me permission to come here and teach Leigh,”
upon it,” Master Penny describes. “When you feel the flow, it’s very says Master Penny, indicating a deep reverence for the Master
meditative…you are immersed in it and one with the movement.” and abiding by the strict rules of conduct that constitute Tai Chi.
Tai Chi also helps integrate the left and right hemispheres of the
brain, allowing greater performance in academics, business, and “I am very excited that Master Penny is here and imparting the
health. “It is also about building up mental endurance,” Leigh knowledge,” says Leigh of her Master; she has been residing in
remarks. “90 percent of our thoughts are negative; what Tai Chi Oman for last two years and been teaching since last October.
does is to still your mind… it becomes clearer and you don’t have Passionate about Tai Chi, she had temporarily lost contact
with Master Penny; when she resumed training, she wished to
many negative thoughts.”
reconnect with her teacher. “It’s so important to have a master as
The cumulative effects of physical and mental wellbeing translate its imperative that you constantly have checks,” says Leigh. After
into emotional balance, they say. “When your mind is healthier, deciding to teach Tai Chi, she returned to South Africa to seek
Master Penny’s blessings and also invited her to visit Oman.
you experience an overall sense of well being,” Leigh says.
While yoga is too credited with enhancing mind-body balance, it
differs to Tai Chi in the respect that yoga is primarily about poses
and repetitive actions. “Whereas, Tai Chi is about motion and
performing the step only once,” says Master Penny. “I would liken
it to a dance.”
So how did Master Penny become drawn into this delicate dance of
harmony and balance? A principal percussionist at Johannesburg
Philharmonic Orchestra, Master Penny is also completely immersed
in her role as a Tai Chi teacher and practitioner. “I started learning
judo when I was 12 years old; however, my brush with Tai Chi
occurred via my husband through whom I happened to enrol in
a Kung Fu school,” she reminisces. Despite her years of training
in judo, Master Penny admits that she did not particularly excel
at Kung Fu. She kept on persevering though; in the meanwhile,
her then Kung Fu teacher started teaching her Tai Chi, or more

Both Leigh and Master Penny emphasise that practicing tai chi
enhances one’s positivity. “In stillness, there is no fear and when you
help others attain that stillness, you are helping them attain better
lives,” Master Penny affirms. Having been part of many events,
conferences and mind-body-soul workshops, Master Penny also
worked with orphaned disadvantaged children and found it very
rewarding. “Knowledge of tai chi helped them become more
positive and boosted their self confidence,” she says.
“Music is extremely stressful and tai chi balances everything out,”
says Master Penny, referring to her playing in the Orchestra. For her,
it’s not a philosophy or religion; she rather chooses to describe it
as a way of living that gives calmness and ability to affect positivity
within herself. “I have immense gratitude for having Tai Chi in my
life… I would certainly not have been the person that I am today
without it,” she concludes.
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SUMMER

CHILLERS
Words | Suzy Fontes Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

Certain foods, rather drinks, demand learning. Like black coffee, for example. It isn’t easy on the
palate of those who are apprehensive about trying strong drinks, sans sweeteners like milk or
sugar – à la Omani kahwa. One needs to acquire a taste for it, provided the urge to try and join
the coffee drinkers bandwagon is pretty strong.
In many a culture, coffee making is a ritual that is almost religious. It infuses a sense of meaning
to the day and even establishes the importance of relations between coffee drinkers. But for all
those on the go, and even those who like to brew their own stuff, there is always Second Cup,
which has, over the years, become a temple of sorts. Be it for the early morning cuppa or a
leisurely brunch that extends to lunch or even a siesta-breaking drink, it is a hub for everyone
with time and inclination to enjoy simple things in life.
The inviting earthy tones of Second Cup add to the homey décor, beckoning even non-coffee
drinkers to try out their range of beverages, which, interestingly, has several non-coffee
concoctions on offer. This is one café that has wowed the imagination of coffee drinkers around
the world with their signature drinks and novel mixtures, which are sought by every kind of
coffee lover. And with the new summer presentation ‘Irresistible’, Second Cup fans have four
cool options to savour at all their outlets - Qurum, Shatti Al Qurum, Bareeq Al Shatti and at the
Omantel’s Headquarters in Mawaleh.
That also explains our detour from the regular lunch/dinner fare to a purely coffee trip.
But before we go into the coffee tasting, a quick look at coffee culture, nay, coffee personality.
‘The You Code’, a 2010 book written by Judi James and James Moore states that espresso
drinkers are prone to frequent mood swings, are hard workers and have a thick skin; black
coffee drinkers are very direct; latte drinkers want to be appreciated and need to be loved;
cappuccino drinkers are extroverted and optimistic people; ice coffee are light and frivolous…
Non-coffee drinkers, they say, are scared and conservative, afraid to get out of their comfort
zones.
That is, possibly, a hard-core coffee lovers’ take on the subject, but if you are a Second Cup
22
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addict, coffee is not necessarily the drive to drop
by. With its extensive range of options, even
those who completely abhor coffee can enjoy
their large spread of beverages. More specifically,
the ‘Irresistible’ summer offers – Frozen Mint
Lemonade, Chocolate Chai Latte, Coffee Toffee
Latte and Coffee Toffee Chiller. All the four drinks
have been harmoniously blended together to
present a refreshing experience during the hot
days. These new offers, which will be on until
mid May, are part of Second Cup’s product
development strategy.
At a recent coffee-tasting session at the Qurum
outlet, Jannat Moosa, Marketing Director at Bin
Mirza International, satiated our coffee-craving
taste buds with all the drinks on the summer offer,
observing that the Mint Lemonade is bound to
be a hit. Freshly squeezed lemonade is infused
with fresh mint to make this one a fascinating
summer drink. But if it is coffee that you are after,
the Coffee Toffee Latte, with extra sweet, creamy
hot mocha, is ideal. But then again, with summer
on, the Coffee Toffee Chiller is sure to make your
day. The icy drink could well be a complete meal
in itself, if brunch is what you are looking for. The
Chocolate Chai Chiller is for all those who love
the spicy taste of chai. It is exotic, spicy and well,
cool and refreshing. Even this can be had in its
hot avatar.
What makes all this coffee talk interesting is
the fact that patrons of Second Cup are aware
that their favourite is available at all times (from
7am). As Jannat states, “It is ideal for a chat
with friends, acquaintances or even business
talks.” The availability of a range of sandwiches,
quiches, rolls, cookies, etc., also makes it a
convenient stop for those who can't quell their
hunger with coffee or just a drink alone.
There is a wide range of coffees, teas and neutral
drinks like the apple cider, which is a pure delight
for all those who shy away from coffee or tea.
This comes with a cinnamon stick, infusing the
flavours of cinnamon with the tangy apple cider.
Its divine! We also tasted the Caramel Corretto,
which, Jannat tells us, is one of their popular
drinks – microfoams that top the drink hold
espresso, caramel syrup and pure vanilla syrup
to make it a beautiful experience.
And for all those environmentally oriented,
Second Cup is Rainforest Alliance Certified,
which makes their ingredients so much more
palatable.
Psssst… check out their hot chocolate!
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ARABIA’S

OCEAN OF
SAND
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egardless of the harangue against
modernisation, what is most striking about
this phenomenon is the rapid process of
unification that we are witnessing in the
way the global culture has penetrated our
markets. Almost everywhere around the
world, in the standardised big shopping
malls, we can buy products that look
exactly the same, regardless of whatever
culture, region, and climate we inhabit. In
addition, Internet, mobile phones, and social
online networking have made intercultural
relationships much easier than it was years
ago. In the modern world today, we can
notice hundreds of examples of all these
cultural changes taking place simultaneously
around the world. Obviously, networking
has several positive aspects; youth today,
from the Middle East, Asia or the West, have
much more contact with their counterparts
around the world. Today, they understand
each other much more, regardless of the
culture, language or religion.
On the flip side of the coin, there are the
negative influences of such rapid cultural
changes on small local communities who have
steadfastly held on to their old customs; it has
significantly impoverished certain cultures
and common traditions. Today, it is almost
impossible to find a culture or even a small
community that has never been influenced
by the modern cultural mainstream. Even in
the deepest part of inaccessible Papua New
Guinea or the Amazon Rainforest, people
are wont to use mobile phones and other
technological gadgets; typical elements of
the global culture. All these changes are
irreversible; culture is forever evolving and
will never stop doing so.
Besides, enormous developments in air
communication have also helped increase
the numbers of tourists around the world.
Spurts of growth in the tourism industry
have also permanently changed the
culture in many countries. One of the best
examples are countries like Tunisia and
Egypt. The tourism business is one of the
most important branches of the economy in
these two countries; both have permanently
changed after more than 20 years of
developments.
So, how does Oman compare with other
Middle Eastern countries and the rest of the
modern world? Has the Sultanate, which
is proud of its local culture and customs,
been able to protect itself from the adverse
effects of massive tourism activities?
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Personally, I have had the privilege to travelling around the Sultanate
since 2007. During my trips, undertaken to turn my photography
projects into reality, I do observe many aspects of the local culture
and understand their restraint in preserving those qualities. There
are subtle measures taken to protect and retain its innate cultural
integrity. I have noticed that this cultural and societal integrity is
pure, very often untouched by the modern environment. Another
important aspect is the political stability, which is one of the most
valuable treasures in this part of the world.
Residents and even visitors/tourists would be aware that many
years ago Sultanate of Oman was almost unknown in the
worldwide tourism market. Compared to North African countries,
the number of visitors was very tiny; the tourist infrastructure was
also limited.
Even today, most of the top branded hotels are located only in the
big towns and the average cost of an air ticket is more expensive,
in comparison to travelling to other countries. Still, many people
are, nevertheless, planning to visit Oman heedless of the cost or
other inconveniences. One of the reasons for this could be that
many people, especially in this decade, seek to experience pure
traditions and local Omani culture, especially in the interiors. Very
little, if at all, has changed in the local customs and habits of
people, and it is this that attracts visitors from abroad.
Last but not least, the political and economic stability of the
Sultanate has performed a vital role in helping tourists decide in
favour of this country.
All the factors collectively put together have made Oman a much
more popular destination now than it was years ago and it is
demonstrated by the fact that the number of visitors to the country
keep on annually increasing.
26

In Oman, there are a few small but professional tourist service
providers, who are hard to locate in the worldwide catalogues
or high printed magazines or international newspapers. These
companies have tailormade programmes for customers with
specific expectations and needs from their holidays. Diving, dune
bashing, bird- and turtle-watching, fishing, mountain trekking and
beach camping are just a few of the activities that make up the
programmes’ agenda.
To check out some facts, I spoke to Clara Zawawi, Chairperson
of the Ocean Blue International LLC, a company specialised in
providing original and high standard tourist offers, about tourist
developments in the last few years. The Ocean Blue Oman, she
said, has witnessed steady increase of 30 percent sale from 2007.
Most of their visitors come from Germany, Great Britain, France,
Switzerland, Austria and Australia. The future for companies like
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Ocean Blue does look bright; diversity in the offerings and sustained Empty Quarter (Rub Al Khali) is the largest sand desert in the world.
high standards make their products attractive for the visitors.       The desert is spread over 670 000 km2 - around 1070km length
and 540 km width. The terrain is covered with sand dunes that are
The natural environment in Oman is relatively ‘undiscovered’, which reddish in colour, with heights of up to almost 300 meters. The
is what makes Oman a fantastic place for anyone who would like climate there is very dry and in the summer the temperatures can
to explore little known gorges and other locations. Uninhabited reach over 50Cº. Empty Quarter is the second most oil rich region
deserts, high mountains and hundreds of kilometres of empty in the world. In the past, Empty Quarter was a huge geographical
beaches make a good impression on those who live in highly barrier for the cultures that lived in the southern part of the Arabian
urbanised parts of the world and seek to spend their holidays in a Peninsula. Several centuries ago the Empty Quarter was the route
for many caravans that carried frankincense to the northern part of
natural environment.
the Middle East as part of the Silk Route. In the last century, it was
Oman is not for every kind of tourist; it is not for random people featured in many books, movies and art around the world.
who just want to spend a couple of weeks in a warm and sunny
country.
I receive many questions about the Sultanate as a special destination. Most of these people would like to spend an unforgettable
vacation, far away from the noise and modern civilisation’s competitiveness. I mostly recommend them to explore Omani interiors, especially mountains and the desert. In this issue, I would like
to share with the readers my experience of the trip to one of the
last pure, natural and almost uninhabited places on planet Earth Empty Quarter (Rub'u Al Khali).
Some months ago, I received a call with questions about the
Sultanate. After a few minutes, I recognised that my caller was
full of appreciation for Oman and would like to visit some places
that are still not available for the masses; places where he could
find some isolation and experience real adventure in the pristine
yet challenging environment. We decided to go to Empty Quarter,
specifically to a place called Ramlat Hashman situated there.
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with the wind between these small sand dunes, we moved deeper
into the Ramlat Hashman. The temperature was not very high,
just less than 40 degrees. Sand was soft, but hard enough and
predictable for driving. As we penetrated the desert, we noticed
that the further we drove from the edge of the desert, the higher
and more massive the sand dunes appeared. Around noon we
pulled our cars over, just a few meters away from a big dune. The
sun was much stronger now and there was not a single place
where we could find shade.
The desert appeared totally overwhelming. I could notice that my
friend, who was experiencing such an environment for the first time,
was feeling a bit queasy. Increasing heat and being surrounded
by the great sandy deserts, is an unforgettable experience for
newcomers, especially from the metropolitan world. Around
60kms from the village called Hashman, we found a sand dune,
which was huge, shaped like a five-pointed star. It was a great
location for camping that night.
Empty Quarter possesses one of the most harsh climate
conditions on earth. Be aware of that and be ready to meet many
unpredictable elements.
We set-off from Muscat International Airport on two Land Cruisers,
travelling directly to the tiny settlement, Dawkah. We reached
Dawkah late afternoon and set-off on the gravel track leading us
to a little village, Shisr. This point has a strategic importance due
to the last petrol pump. Without possibilities to refuel our vehicles
we could not continue our expedition, and so we filled more than
200 litres of petrol for each car and moved slowly ahead to Ramlat
Hashman. A few minutes before sunset, we encountered the first
of the many sand dunes.
Next day, we were welcomed by specific sounds. It turned out
that this massive desert, which otherwise seems desolate, is
inhabited by many local animal species. Just a couple of metres
away from my car, I noted footprints of a fox, lizards and a small
bird. Around 9am, when the sun was still to gain strength, we
moved in the northern direction between the sand dunes. The
gravel track, which I’d found earlier, was crossed by several small
sand heaps, created by the permanently blowing wind. Driving
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In the evening, tired and
beaten by the heat, sand
and sun, we climbed
up on the dune to take
some photographs and
experience this infinite
sandy overview. After
sunset, a small dinner
and a cup of tea was
enough. The silence in
the night is indescribablepeople living in the towns
almost never experience
such deep silence...the
darkness there has an
incredible quality to it
as well. In the morning,
I again lit a bonfire to
prepare some strong
coffee and a simple
breakfast. The plan for
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the next day was clear - drive to the north, deeper between Ramlat
Hashman and reach the bigger and higher sand dunes. My friend,
who was experiencing it for the first time, was happy and fully
convinced that Oman is really a special place.
Next day was a bit different. The weather changed and the sky was
covered with thin clouds, reducing the temperature slightly. At that
moment we were exactly 120km from the Shisr where we refuelled
the cars. The gravel track, very often, was covered by sand and we
had to drive as per the GPS locator. Before the trip I had prepared a
precision map and marked all significant points on the map. Often,
we had to cross the dunes, which needed time; it was also a little
risky, especially for someone who was driving to the Empty Quarter
for the first time. After noon the next day, we reached the giant sand
dunes that dominated the entire area. GPS locator displayed that
we had stopped exactly 167km from Shisr. It was our deepest point
during this expedition. It was also a fantastic place for some good
landscape photography.
During the last two days, we had used 50 percent of our fuel
and we decided to return back the next day to the main gravel
track connecting Shisr with a small town called Mitan. So, the
next day in the morning, we set-off slowly towards the south but
chose a route alternative to the one by which we had arrived.
Late afternoon, tired, overheated, and dusty, but full of positive
impressions, we came back to Shisr about 900kms from Muscat.
The impressions following an expedition such as this are
unforgettable. Even if this trip was extremely expensive in
comparison to standard vacations under the palm trees on the
beach in some exotic resort, it did not matter considering the
wealth of experiences we returned with. I am certain, many visitors,
planning to come to the Sultanate of Oman, would like to experience
something unusual and original along the lines of such a trip.

THE EMPTY QUARTER TRIP ADVICE:
I have visited Empty Quarter several times since 2007. This place
is really dangerous for anyone who ignores desert conditions or is
not well prepared for the trip. There are some basic rules that we
followed to ensure our safety, which are applicable to not only the
Empty Quarter but every kind of desert.
First of all, never ever go there alone or just in one car; two cars are
absolutely the minimum. During the last trip to Ramlat Hashman, we
had driven in two cars only, which limited our journey to few days and
less than 200kms. More cars with more drivers make the trip safer
and the distance better. Only good condition 4x4 cars with good
tyres, and one spare tyre, are needed. I have had the experience
of losing three tyres in one day at the Empty Quarter. If you are
not an experienced off-roader, hire a guide and drive following his
instructions. You may need more fuel so jerry cans are required.
Do not forget food, water, basic medical set and communication
equipment. Mostly, in deep desert, the phone reception is nonexistent so a satellite phone is needed.
Communication between the cars is also vital so try to use walkietalkie, if possible. If you are seriously planning to go to the Empty
Quarter, choose the coolest time of the year. In the summer the
temperature is more than 50Cº and driving and other activities can
make it an extremely harsh affair.
29
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PAINTING
HER
DREAMS
INTO
REALITY
30

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” - Eleanor Roosevelt
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You can also find out more about her work at www.jennieden.com

E

ach one of us nurtures dreams within ourselves;
even if there are times when it seems impossible that
our dreams may be fulfilled, we still continue to nourish
them in the hope that they will be realised one day. Yet,
real-life ultimately holds sway, forcing us to relegate our
dreams to the backseat.
Artist, author, and life-coach, Jenni Eden is an exception
though; her dreams may have been temporarily put on
hold… yet, she was determined to see them come to
light and has been successful in doing so. The journey
has not only sharpened her capacity to dream further but
also awakened a strong desire to share her experience
with others and encourage them to never stop believing
in their dreams.
Born and raised in United Kingdom, Jenni graduated
from university with a degree in Fine Art and Drama;
however, having incurred debts, which she had had to
pay off, she first began working in McDonalds before
assuming managerial roles and consistently going
through the ranks. She also began teaching in 1994.
“I was working in the real world for fourteen years, not
pursuing my dreams – and a little part of me was dying,”
she describes the time.
In 2003, she arrived in Oman with her husband, James,
and her two-year old daughter, Ellie, thinking that she
would not work for a while. However, in May that year,
she had a fortuitous encounter with someone at a British
Council event, which changed the course of her life. “I
introduced myself as a teacher and artist… I then realised
that something inside me was waking up because I was
thinking of myself as an artist after all these years!” she
reminisces. The person then, interestingly enough, told
her that he strongly visualised her as a portrait artist.
At that time, she refuted his observations; however, a
month later, after having mulled over it, she decided
that if he had somehow intuited her creating portraits,
then she would make them, after all. “I wanted to paint
portraits the way I wanted; celebrating the paint, the
drama of the brush-strokes,” she states. She chose her
daughter as the subject of her first portrait and ended up
working on the portrait all night. “I told my husband that
if by December, someone commissioned me to paint a
portrait in my style, I would continue painting – and as
it happened, by then, I had had an 18-month waitlist for
my portraits,” she remembers the demand for her big
bold faces.
Her re-immersion into art through the medium of her
portraits initiated what she describes as a huge spiritual
journey. “I was connecting with the greater universe and
the experience taught me that once you know where
to go, the universe will guide you by constantly giving
you options and steps,” she says, adding that it is also
nevertheless all about following the inspired action. “I
paint, I sing in a band, I give back to the community and

I feel that all this has been possible because I believe I have the power in
me to be the architect of my life.”
Yet, in midst of this, Jenni felt impelled to reach out to others and
similarly inspire them to listen to their dreams and fulfil them. Apart from
continuing to pursue her painting, Jenni has created therapeutic ArtsSpa
events, begun DeRigours Drama Workshops for children and adults, and
developed motivational Planting Positivity Workshops. While immersed
in her art, she made the transition from capturing portraits to dancers and
it was then she came up with the unique concept of ArtsSpa. “I poured
the paint upon the canvas and would create the dancers’ paintings while
singing and dancing,” she says and she realised that it could translate
into a group activity and event as well. She instituted the ArtsSpa events,
which she describes as giving people the opportunity to shake up their
lives while singing, dancing, and painting. “It is not even necessary that
you have to create a painting, it’s all about enjoying the process,” she
asserts.
She has also begun the Planting Positivity workshops in which she urges
people to free themselves of their crippling fears. “It’s easy as you think
it is, it’s difficult as you make it,” she says, elaborating that despite the
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current climate of fear due to prevailing economic downturn or climate concerns, she
is committed to dreaming and believing. “At one point, I was in a circle of fear myself
and I was able to liberate myself from it by focusing on what I loved and was grateful
about,” she emphasises.
The workshops, therefore, work on the internal language that people use, the fears
that they are experiencing, how to release those fears, and get a strong vibrational
attraction. “We have to ponder upon our internal dialogue and how we can completely
change our existence by looking into it,” she says. Her aim is to make people grasp
awareness of the fact that it does not matter what happened yesterday; rather, it is
about understanding that one possesses the ability to control one’s tomorrow. “Having
that awareness is the key… If you know and accept that and take responsibility for it, it
becomes instrumental in changing your life direction,” she emphasises.
One dream that she has been carefully cultivating is that of an actual physical
ArtsSpa, where you can pamper your artistic soul. “I would like it to be a motivational,
inspirational place in Muscat, where you can listen to speeches and presentations
made by successful personalities, attend arts and yoga workshops, and practice
meditation,” she says. Offering food for the soul, it will be a space to simply de-stress
and relax, reading literature about art, photography, writing, and spirituality and tucking
into nourishing food.
The culmination of all these
energies, beliefs and dreams has
been manifested in her book,
Face2Faith: A Spiritual Journey
Through Paint. “I would never
have considered myself a writer;
after all, my mode of expression
has primarily been through my
art,” she says. However, in 2008,
inhabiting a space of gratitude,
she was suddenly filled with
a sense that she should not
keep the journey to herself.
“However, the next doubt that
sprung in my mind was: do I
have enough to write about?”
She then suddenly began to
view her life as if it was a video,
rewinding and reflecting upon
it. “I could see the connections,
the epiphanies, and began to
join the dots together,” she
says; more importantly, she was
identifying this loving source of
healing energy, which had been
present at every key event,
protecting and healing her. “It
was about communicating that
I am a spiritual person with a
spiritual sense of art,” she says.
She felt that she wanted to share these moments from her life: the art, the inspiration
and the experiences through the book. “My desire is to encourage people to think
about what they are passionate about, reignite their spirit,” she says, emphasising that
she would love to show people that dreaming is the most important thing you can do.
If you would like to learn more about ArtsSpa or attend Jenni’s Planting Positivity and
DeRigours Drama workshops, you can email her at jenni@jennieden.com or call her on
98238720
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When one thinks about doing business with the Netherlands,

most of the time one would probably be prone to think of the
oil industry, water management, shipping, ports and flowers.
What many don’t know is that Dutch architecture has played
an important role in the international discourse on architecture
in three eras. The first of these was during the 17th century;
the second was in the first half of the 20th century, during
the development of modernism. The third and present era is
not yet concluded and involves many contemporary Dutch
architects who are now achieving global prestige.

DUTCH
ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN

The remarkable passion and skill of a new generation of
Dutch architects is yet unknown to Oman. The Netherlands
Embassy in Oman felt it was high time to do something about
that. Five contemporary and renowned top architects - Teun
van Wijk – ICSadviseurs, Reinald Top - Zwarts en Jansma,
Rob Torsing – Zwarts en Jansma, Jo Barnett - Berger
Barnett, Thomas Bogli – Liag - were invited from Holland to
present Dutch Architectural Design. The highly versatile and
talented group of architects combined their creative minds
culminating in an informative and original programme, which
took place on April 18th. The presentations of the architects
were interactive; focusing on vision, creativity, efficiency, and
sustainability and, in particular, style, beauty, and design.
The presentations lasted a full day. The first half was reserved
for government officials, business people, experts and
students of architecture in Oman. During the presentations
listeners were given the opportunity to acquaint themselves
with Dutch architecture and design. In the afternoon there
was a special workshop for architecture students from
GUtech. The students were challenged with an assignment
to come up with an innovative design for a roundabout.
Under supervision of professional architects from Holland,
the students actually built prototypes and models.
Those models were exhibited that very same night at
the Queen’s Day Reception, which celebrated the 74th
birthday of the Queen of Holland, under the theme of ‘Dutch
Architecture’. Aside from the models built by the students, an
array of displays showed examples of Dutch architecture.
Some of the participating architects are already active in
Oman, so there is no doubt that Oman will be enjoying Dutch
Design in the very near future.
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MINTY FRESH
Whether you call it mint, aqua or cucumber, this pastel hue seems to be ‘the’ colour of the moment. Its fresh cool
tones speak of spring, lightness and fun. Designers and high-street stores alike are coming out with sheer maxi
skirts, pretty blouses and summer dresses in this colour. Accessories and make-up counters too are bursting with
mint-coloured products.
So, are you content to simply admire it or are you willing to actually try it out?
If you are still hesitating, we spoke to Helen Ingram, Image Consultant, Colour Me Beautiful, who offered us tips
as to how to incorporate mint into our wardrobes… and we also got make-up expert of MAKE UP FOR EVER to
provide make-up tips about using mint-hues on our faces.

MINT-WEAR
Mint is not always
the easiest colour
to pull off, so just be
careful what you pair
it with. “Bring in your
medium greys, your
denims and your
whites to mix with
it,” advises Helen.
She also offers tips
about which fabric
lends itself to mint:
“Chiffon, gauzy knits
and the lightest of
linen are the popular
fabrics. Make sure
that these materials
are right for you
and
your
bone
structure.”
If you have light hair, light eyes, and pale skin, mint will
complement you well – however, make sure you wear
make-up and accessories which will blend into your outfit.
If you have auburn or golden tones to your hair, you can
make mint work for you by wearing it with slightly stronger
sorbet and pastel shades.
Those of you with ‘cool’ colouring, as in those who are
ash-blondes and silver haired, you will look great in a
cool-toned mint, paired with medium and light grey for an
elegant and summery look.
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If you have piercing blue or green eyes with dark hair and
porcelain skin, go for contrast and colour blocking, even if
the colour blocking is occurring by simply adding a bead
necklace. Think a light mint-coloured top with a Chinese
blue necklace and royal blue slim-fit trousers or jeans.

MINT ON YOUR FACE
“Mint green is very strong this season but the trick is
how to use the colour to create the look that suits you
the best,” A make-up expert from MAKE UP FOR EVER
says. “One of the greatest ways to apply such a colour is
to incorporate it with other shades like pinks, corals and
beige, as they complement it beautifully. The result will be
a lovely contrast with an impeccable look!”

Tips:
If you have hazel or brown eyes, use mint-green eye 		
shadow to highlight your eyes.
If you have green eyes, mint green will enhance their
natural beauty and intensify their colour to get an 		
even more vivid gaze.
If you decide to go for a more daring look, use mint 		
green with gold or neon colours such as the Fuchsia
Aqua Cream #7.
Accentuate your eyes with mint green eye shadow 		
and match it with pastel pink or coral lipstick such as
Rouge Artist Intense #39. For more radiant look, add
a hint of pink or coral blush to your cheeks such as 		
Sculpting Blush #18.
If you have an olive skin-tone, make sure to
enhance your complexion before applying mint green
eyeshadow. Hide all imperfections, especially the
dark circles under the eyes, by using the orange 		
shade from the Camouflage Cream followed by 		
application of a suitable concealer.
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DEVIUM DASH
Apple users would be glad to get introduced to Devium
Dash, a new in-dash car stereo that has a faceplate to
accommodate an iPhone or an iPod touch, which allows
access to its touch screen and all applications. How it works
is rather intelligently simple; the iPhone or iPod touch is
secured in a CNC’d aluminium and plastic cradle that sits on
the car’s dashboard. The Devium Dash will be available in
standard aluminium or anodised black or white finishes, and
include a double-din body, 50W x 4 output with 2 preamp
outputs. The device will be available in July and should cost
somewhere between 112 rials to 131 rials.

THE IPHONE LENS DIAL
Most of us don’t carry a camera at all times, which means,
capturing those spontaneous special moments is best done
on the phone. An iPhone takes better pictures than most other
phones, but it lacks that special camera touch. However,
now with the iPhone Lens Dial, you have a three-lens optical
system for the iPhone. It has fisheye, a wide angle, and
telephoto lens’ capabilities. Set into aircraft grade aluminium
case, the lenses are optical quality coated glasses. The case
has portrait and landscape tripod mounts. All you have to do
is turn the dial to what lens is required and it locks in place.
The case weighs about 10 ounces and will add a little bulk
to the phone. The telephoto lens only provides a 1.5x optical
zoom over the iPhone lens. A 97 rial price tag is something
I am willing to pay to enhance my iPhone camera without
having to carry an additional gadget along.
For more information go to photojojo.com

UCUBE DIGITAL USB SPEAKERS
Notebooks are convenient and don’t take up much space.
Notebook speakers though are not the best audio solution.
You would generally need external speakers for an
enhanced audio experience. UCube Digital USB Speakers
are just the right solution. They are sized conveniently at
3.25" square and don’t take up much space. The speakers
connect via USB, which means there are no additional
power cords required. The speakers can also be detached
from the stands, making it flexible to move around. You
have an output of 15 watts per channel and with the
Balance Mode Radiator (BMR), the device is capable of
delivering a full frequency range with a wide dispersion
pattern, making listening a rather pleasant experience.
Priced at just 58 rials this is definitely worth the buy.
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MOZILLA SMARTPHONE TO COME SOON
We’re all familiar with the famous Mozilla Firefox web browser, the preferred
choice of browser to the other web surfing software available in the market
today. Well, if you happen to be a Mozilla fan, then you’ll be happy to
learn that by later this year mobile devices will be running Boot to Gecko
(B2G) software that is developed by the makers of Firefox. It still hasn’t
been revealed as to who the handset makers are, but B2G looks to rival
Google’s Android.
Gary Kovacs, Chief Executive of Mozilla, was reported stating that B2G
aimed to make apps more like webpages and be able to share data and
links. He said it did this by simply basing everything on the latest web
standard, known as HTML5. He believes that it is its openness that would
make a difference to the way applications on phones operate.
The phone, scheduled to be launched by the end of the year or early next year, are expected to cost about the same as other existing
feature phones in the market today.

YOUTUBE LOSES COURT BATTLE
Watching music clips on YouTube has become a
common phenomenon around the world, something that
has been taken for granted for quite some time… until
recently, that is. German court officials in Hamburg have
now ruled that YouTube is responsible for the content
that users post on to the video sharing site, and believe
that YouTube requires installing better filters that restrict
the posting of music clips whose rights are held by the
royalty collection group Gema, which represents about
60,000 German song writers and musicians.
Gema have claimed that YouTube has been ignoring the
fact that copyright clips are being posted on the site and
have complained before a court that the video site is not
doing enough to stop this kind of activity.
YouTube, on the other hand, has claimed that they
have done all in their power to respond when told of
the copyright violations and that they refuse to take
responsibility for what and how the users operate.
A spokesperson for YouTube was reported saying, “Today’s ruling confirms that YouTube as a hosting platform cannot be obliged
to control the content of all videos uploaded to the site. We remain committed to finding a solution to the music licensing issue in
Germany that will benefit artists, composers, authors, publishers and record labels, as well as the wider YouTube community.” Gema
has already taken quite a number of companies to court, claiming that they are using music without paying for royalties; several of
them they have won. Amongst these names are Rapidshare and Grooveshark, who eventually pulled their operations out of Germany,
claiming that the licensing rates set by Gema made it virtually impossible to run a profitable business.
YouTube could now end up paying a massive bill for royalties after losing the court battle.
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DI RESTA SETS
GRAND PRIX
TRACKS ABLAZE

It was an exciting week for Sahara Force India at the Bahrain
Grand Prix 2012 last Sunday, when Paul Di Resta delivered one
of his best performances of the 2012 season, earning him and his
team a valuable eight points after finishing in sixth place, with Nico
Hulkenberg following in 12th.
Hulkenberg, who appeared upset with his vehicles performance,
says “I think my race was decided at the very start when I had
some clutch issues and the anti-stall kicked in, which really
compromised my getaway and dropped me right to the back of
the pack. From then on it was a long, hard fight back through
the field, and it was hard work coming through the traffic. I
made it to P12, but there wasn’t much more I could do. So, a
tough race for me, but great to see Paul pick up some points.”
Di Resta, who had started ninth on the grid, outdid racers the
likes of Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso (7th), McLaren’s Lewis Hamilton
(8th), Alonso’s teammate Felipe Massa (9th) and the legendary
Michael Schumacher (10th). He says: “The result today is massive
for us. The team did an amazing job all weekend, the strategy
came together and the pit-stops were perfect. We knew it would
be a big task to make only two stops and it was a close run thing
at the end because my tyres completely went away on the final
lap. I had Fernando [Alonso] very close behind me, but I saved a
bit of KERS coming out of the final corner and managed to stay
ahead. Apart from that, the car has been awesome. So we go
away from here as a very happy team with a few weeks to reflect
on things; determined to arrive in Barcelona in fighting form.”
Apart from the racers, even off-track celebrations were in full flow
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– Robert Fernley, Deputy Team Principal of Sahara Force India
is ecstatic with the team’s performance. He says, “Considering
everything that has gone on this week, I am delighted to see such
a strong team performance in today’s race. We took a brave call on
the strategy with Paul, but it paid off, and having saved the tyres
yesterday allowed us to push the two-stop window right to the
limit. Once again, Paul drove a superb race, lapping consistently
and making the strategy work perfectly. This sixth place is welldeserved and matches his best result in Formula One. It’s a shame
that Nico was the victim of a clutch issue on the opening lap,
otherwise I’m sure he would have been up there fighting for points
as well. Before we leave Bahrain I want to pay tribute to the team
once again and thank each and every one of them for helping
make today’s result possible.”
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OMAN LOOKING FOR RALLY GLORY
Nabil Al Busaidi, Azzan Abdul Amir Hameed, Faisal Fadhil
Mahmood Al Bakri and Issam Abdullah Said Al-Kharusi (Qadiroon)
are representing Oman at the Ford Focus Rabaa Rally, which
started on April 25th in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The final six teams
- UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman - were
selected via the online and interactive recruitment, hosted at Ford
Middle East’s Facebook page, www.facebook.com/FordMiddleEast.
The Ford Focus Rabaa is an interactive inter-GCC rally tour that
is a first-of-its-kind. Also, an initiative that intends to support the
launch of the all-new Ford Focus 2012, the competition aims at
travelling across the GCC region over the course of 10 days, as
racers compete for crucial points and successful completion of a
line-up of exciting challenges. The last and most crucial of these
challenges will take place at the iconic majestic settings of the
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, in early May. The
team that successfully finishes all seven challenges and earns the
most points, overall, will be going home with an all-new 2012 Ford
Focus, for each team member.
The competition has designed the race for a fun and challenging
test of driving skills, endurance, and the use of all-new 2012
Ford Focus technologies, as participants drive across all the Gulf
countries to complete a series of tasks and challenges. Each
team, consisting of three drivers, will battle it out in an attempt
to outmanoeuvre their competitors through driving skill, road
handling and mental prowess. Teams will be headed by their
respective national captains, who are a group of celebrities from
the entertainment and sports world around the GCC.
“We are really excited to present the six teams composed of young
and energetic nationals, eager to prove their mettle in driving,”
said Paul Anderson, Marketing Director of Ford Middle East.
“Each of them carries the honour of representing their countries
in this first and one-of-a-kind challenge. While the Focus Rabaa
rally is primarily a demonstration of their driving skills and mental
agility, it is also a vehicle for our participants to show unity and
camaraderie with their fellow Khaleejis. As they drive across
the GCC to complete their tasks and challenges, friends and

supporters of each team can also contribute to their scores by
taking part in online activity as pit crew,” he adds.
Simultaneously, while teams compete, rally fans from across the
region can support their favourite team by simply participating in
online challenges on the Ford Middle East Facebook page. This
online participation will directly impact the results of the real-life
rally. Also, one lucky fan will earn the opportunity to win an all-new
2012 Ford Focus.
To catch up on the action, go to the Ford Middle East Facebook
page where new entertaining videos will be posted each day of
the Rally for viewing. The next challenges take place today in the
UAE (May 1), Muscat, Oman (May 2) and the final, held at the
iconic Burj Khalifa in Dubai, UAE (May 3).
COMPETING TEAMS
Team Bahrain “Bahrain Youth Lions”
Captain:
Ismaeel Abdulatif, Football Striker and Winger, Al Muharraq Club
Driver 1:
Fadhel Khaled Mustafa Ghuloom Ali
Driver 2:
Mahmood Habib Mohamed Guloom Baqer
Driver 3:
Isa Abdulwahid Isa Hasan Ali
Team Kuwait “Tornado Racing Team”
Captain:
Barakat Al Wegyan, TV presenter, Al Watan TV
Driver 1:
Nasser M M A H Almutairi
Driver 2:
Ali H I H Y Almulla
Driver 3:
Thamer A S A Almutairi
Team Oman ‘Qadiroon’
Captain:
Nabil Al Busaidi, Arab Adventurer
Driver 1:
Azzan Abdul Amir Hameed
Driver 2:
Faisal Fadhil Mahmood Al Bakri
Driver 3:
Issam Abdullah Said Al-Kharusi
Team Qatar ‘I.C.T.’
Captain:
Abdul Aziz Hasan, Vice President – Qatar Club
Driver 1:
Awfa Ghasab S K Aladawi
Driver 2:
Barak Ghasab S K Aladawi
Driver 3:
Ali Essa S A Al-Suwaidi
Team Saudi Arabia ‘KSA Bura Bura’
Captain:
Khalid Khalifa, Comedian
Driver 1:
Yazan Munzer A Bader
Driver 2:
Ali Hussain A Al Nezir
Driver 3:
Abdulrhman Mohammed A Binmohana
Team United Arab Emirates ‘Dubai Rayo’
Captain:
Anas Bukhash, CEO and Managing Partner – Ahdaaf Sports Club
Driver 1:
Ghaith Ahmad Mohd Obaid Bin Medeya Alfalasi
Driver 2:
Humaid Abdulla Ali Ahmed Alnuaimi
Driver 3:
Mana Saleh Mohammed Obaid Bin Medaya
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Ghedex Global Higher Education Expo At The OIEC

Ahmed Baabood

H.E. Dr. Abdullah bin Mohammed Alsarmi (left)

Lukasz Wojdyga (left)
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'One Day On Earth' Movie Premier At Shatti Cinema, Qurum

Sue Hall (right)

Starcare Hospital Presscon To Announce The Completion Of JCI (USA)
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PANASH Music Festival Featuring DJ Pearl, Nikhil Chinapa & VJ Kaycee

DJ Pearl

Nikhil Chinapa

Egyptian Expats In Oman Celebrate Egyptian National Day At Marah Land

HE Amr Al Zayat
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Zawawi Mercedes Benz Launches New M-Class In Oman

Craig Hardie

Sarah Chaplin
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McDonald’s
Chili’s

Download your FREE copy at www.y-oman.com

NOW AVAILABLE IN BARKA, ALL THE WAY TO SOHAR!
Ayman Canawati
ayman.canawati@sabcomedia.com
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Feroz Khan
Abhudit Greene
Hazel Carvalho
Tel. 97768900
Tel. 94051770
Tel. 97190377
feroz.khan@sabcomedia.com abhudit.greene@y-oman.com hazel.carvalho@y-oman.com
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FILL UP THE BELOW CROSSWORD, SUDOKU, GO FIGURE & 5 LUCKY
WINNERS WILL GET A CHANCE TO WIN COMPLIMENTARY MEALS AT

PIZZAEXPRESS

Scan & send in your entries to prize@y-oman.com
this contest is only valid from 3rd April 2012 untill 30th April 2012

Shatti Al Qurum
Oasis by The Sea,
Tel: 246 96 169

Al Khuwair
before Shell Station,
Tel: 244 85 114

Almouj Marina,
The Wave, Muscat,
Tel : 245 54 777

www.pizzaexpress.com.om

SUDOKU

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way that each
row across, each column down and each small 9-box square
contains all of the numbers from one to nine.

Go Figure
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive at the figures given at the
bottom and right-hand columns of the diagram by following
the arithmetic signs in the order they are given (that is, form
left to right and top to bottom). Use only the numbers below
the diagram to complete its blank squares and use each of
the nine numbers only once.
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Each week we are asking our readers to take part in a topical discussion
via Y Magazine's facebook page.
Join the group and you might see your comments printed in next week's
issue!

This week:
Do you honk to show your anger against other drivers
while driving?
Rahid Stylesh Designers
No Honks on anger.. Honks When They Sleep & Drive on a First or Second Lane.

Faria Abbas Bhutta
Honking at times irritates and confuses the other drivers.

Nass Al Abdul Salam
yes i do.. its better than using my hand :)

Awais Khan
Yes people honk 2 show their anger 2 other drivers if they are going wrong!

Belinda Wallington
All the time, but usually at drivers who have kids bobbing around with no safety belts...

Nafil Al Azry
It depense....some people honk to show there anger but some of them use it as a sign to tell that
there's something wrong such as forgeting something on the car

Nina Al-Maskiry
Yes most of th tym .ther r so many reckless drivers in th streets nwadays.

Brij Él Chavda
yes honk to make them know they are going wrong..

Anand Kambli
yes, if they are not following proper rules.

Anto Rojan Aksay
yes,ofcourse if they overtake me

Poyal Don
Noo its not good to show honks anger....but some people overtake and showing how they drive well
in this case its causes accident!!

Louise Hunter
no - that is bad

Dianne Smart
only when someone reversing out of parking space and cant see me passing at same time.

Jijigeorge Jose
No...it is very bad!

Lakshmi Sunil

GO FIGURE

SUDOKU

CROSSWORD

SOLUTIONS

Not unless, they do something careless that frightens the hell out of you !!

